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ABSTRACT
The use of potential vorticity (PV) allows the efficient description of the dynamics of nearly balanced at-
mospheric flow phenomena, but the distribution of PV must be simply represented for ease in interpretation.
Representations of PV on isentropic or isobaric surfaces can be cumbersome, as analyses of several surfaces
spanning the troposphere must be constructed to fully apprehend the complete PV distribution.
Following a brief review of the relationship between PV and nearly balanced flows, it is demonstrated that
the tropospheric PV has a simple distribution, and as a consequence, an analysis of potential temperature along
the dynamic tropopause (here defined as a surface of constant PV) allows for a simple representation of the
upper-tropospheric and lower-stratospheric PV. The construction and interpretation of these tropopause maps,
which may be termed ‘‘isertelic’’ analyses of potential temperature, are described. In addition, techniques to
construct dynamical representations of the lower-tropospheric PV and near-surface potential temperature, which
complement these isertelic analyses, are also suggested. Case studies are presented to illustrate the utility of
these techniques in diagnosing phenomena such as cyclogenesis, tropopause folds, the formation of an upper
trough, and the effects of latent heat release on the upper and lower troposphere.
1. Introduction
For potential vorticity (PV) to be qualitatively applied
in describing the evolution of tropospheric synoptic-
scale flows, the three-dimensional PV and surface po-
tential temperature distributions must be simply repre-
sented and easily interpreted. Toward this goal, Hoskins
et al. (1985, HMR hereafter) have advocated the con-
struction of isentropic PV analyses and surface potential
temperature maps to describe and represent dynamical
processes within the atmosphere. By plotting Ertel PV
on an isentropic surface, one has the advantage of view-
ing the dynamics of a conserved variable along the sur-
face of another conserved variable. Thus, with the wind
field superposed on an isentropic analysis of PV, one
may deduce the conservative (advective) time tendency
of the PV. A distinct disadvantage of this technique is
that several isentropic surfaces must be viewed in order
to apprehend the full three-dimensional distribution of
PV and PV advection. Alternatively, the mean PV with-
in all layers intersecting the tropopause, or VIP (ver-
tically integrated potential vorticity), may be plotted
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(Shapiro and Grell 1994), but the evolution of VIP is
not governed by a single two-dimensional wind field.
Bleck (1990) proposed the three-dimensional depic-
tion of an isosurface of isentropic vorticity (the vertical
component of absolute vorticity computed from winds
along an isentropic surface). Bleck’s technique has the
advantage of combining upper- and lower-tropospheric
information onto a single map, but with a resulting loss
of precision as to the locations and amplitudes of various
features. Also, unlike PV, isentropic vorticity is not con-
served following adiabatic, frictionless flow, so that the
evolution of the isentropic vorticity field is difficult to
infer from an instantaneous depiction. Alternatively,
three-dimensional isosurfaces of Ertel PV have been
utilized by several authors (including Uccellini 1990;
Lamarque and Hess 1994; Rotunno et al. 1994) to depict
the structure of the tropopause during tropopause fold
events. This provides a clear depiction of the distribu-
tion of PV, but like Bleck’s method, it is difficult to
incorporate wind information to infer the evolution.
The focus of this paper is the analysis of both po-
tential temperature and wind along a two-dimensional
projection of the dynamic tropopause (defined as a sur-
face of constant Ertel PV). This analysis (here referred
to as a tropopause map) exploits the rather simple dis-
tribution of tropospheric PV: as will be demonstrated
in the next section, isentropic gradients of PV are con-
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centrated at the tropopause. Tropopause maps are a com-
pact way to represent this distribution. Thus, the essen-
tial character of the upper-tropospheric PV may be de-
picted on a single chart, rather than several isentropic
maps.
Tropopause maps, often in conjunction with analyses
of lower-tropospheric potential temperature, have been
used by many authors in studies of surface cyclogenesis
(e.g., Hoskins and Berrisford 1988; Davis and Emanuel
1991; Hakim et al. 1995; Bosart et al. 1996; Bresky and
Colucci 1996). Thorncroft et al. (1993) used the anal-
yses to compactly represent the evolution of upper-tro-
pospheric PV in a modeling study of life cycles of bar-
oclinic waves. Upper-level systems examined using tro-
popause maps include a tropopause fold (Nielsen et al.
1991), a blocking anticyclone (Morgan et al. 1991), a
cutoff cyclone (Bell and Bosart 1993), and mobile
troughs (Nielsen-Gammon 1995; Lackmann et al. 1997).
Wu and Emanuel (1993) and Bosart and Lackmann
(1995) used the analyses to represent the outflow from
tropical cyclones and the interaction of tropical cyclones
with midlatitude systems.
Despite the growing use of such analyses, no com-
prehensive discussion of the motivation for these anal-
yses, nor a guide to constructing or interpreting them,
has been presented. The intent of this paper is to present
various techniques for representing the dynamically im-
portant characteristics of the tropospheric PV distribu-
tion in a compact form and to offer an interpretation for
these representations. The paper is divided into six sec-
tions, any of which may be skipped without serious loss
of continuity. In section 2, the theoretical and obser-
vational motivation for tropopause maps is presented.
Section 3 describes and contrasts the various techniques
one might use to represent the PV near the tropopause
and the potential temperature and PV distribution in the
lower troposphere. The next two sections are brief case
studies of cyclogenesis that illustrate how tropopause
maps may be used to diagnose and interpret synoptic-
scale (i.e., quasi-balanced) weather systems. A summary
and further suggestions for how these analyses might
be utilized is presented in section 6.
2. Observational and dynamical motivation
a. Balanced flow, PV, and PV inversion
A characteristic of low Rossby number flow in rotating
fluids is the tendency of the flow toward balance. A general
type of balance, which subsumes geostrophic balance and
includes the effects of streamline curvature, is nonlinear
balance (also referred to as Charney balance) (Charney
1955). Nonlinear balance approaches geostrophic balance
as the Rossby number becomes small and is exactly gra-
dient wind balance for axisymmetric flow.
A ‘‘balance system’’ includes a balance equation (a
truncated form of the divergence equation, which in
general relates the streamfunction, c, to the geopoten-
tial, w ), a similarly truncated form of the vorticity equa-
tion, a thermodynamic equation, and a mass conser-
vation equation. The initial conditions in a time inte-
gration of a balance system need only be specified by
a single variable (Gent and McWilliams 1983). A fa-
miliar example is a flow satisfying the quasigeostrophic
system. As long as z/f 0 . 21 (where z is the relative
vorticity and f 0 is a characteristic midlatitude value of
the Coriolis parameter), all fields (wind, temperature,
vertical motion, and height tendency) may be expressed
in terms of the instantaneous geopotential height field.
All fields could also, in principle, be specified in terms
of the instantaneous temperature field, or even a single
component of the wind field.
The PV can also be used for this purpose. In their
review, HMR discussed the principles of conservation
and invertibility of PV. The invertibility principle states
that the three-dimensional distribution of PV within
some domain and boundary conditions on that domain
uniquely determine the velocity and temperature distri-
bution consistent with a particular balance constraint.
The conservation principle states that for inviscid flows
in which the gradient of diabatic heating does not project
onto the local absolute vorticity vector, PV is conserved
following the fluid motion. Together, conservation and
invertibility imply that the dynamics of quasi-balanced
flows may be expressed simply and entirely in terms of
the distribution of PV and the boundary conditions nec-
essary in the inversion1 of the PV. The use of conser-
vation and invertibility to infer the dynamics of quasi-
balanced flows is called ‘‘PV thinking.’’
A simple example of conservation and invertibility
is nondivergent barotropic flow. For such a flow, the
absolute vorticity and lateral boundary conditions con-
tain all of the dynamical information concerning the
fluid motion. The streamfunction field, which can be
determined from the relative vorticity field through the
inversion of a two-dimensional elliptic operator, com-
pletely specifies the velocity field. The balance condi-
tion that this flow satisfies is nonlinear balance.
In the quasigeostrophic (QG) system, the quasigeo-
strophic potential vorticity (hereafter QGPV, also known
as the pseudo-PV) is conserved following the geo-
strophic flow (Charney and Stern 1962). Quasigeos-
trophic PV, qp, is defined as
1 ] 1 ]
2q 2 f [ ¹ w9 1 f w9 , (2.1)p 0 1 2f ]p S ]p0
where f is the Coriolis parameter, S is a reference state
static stability parameter, and p is pressure. As with
nondivergent barotropic flow, the definition of PV is
also a statement of the invertibility principle: the QGPV
1
‘‘Inversion’’ in this context is the mathematical process of cal-
culating the wind and temperature distribution from the PV distri-
bution.
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is related to the perturbation2 geopotential, w9 [and the
perturbation streamfunction (c9 5 w9/ f 0), which is geo-
strophic] through a three-dimensional elliptic operator.
Because the operator is linear, its inversion is fairly
straightforward to perform. Applications of the inver-
sions of QGPV to determine balanced height pertur-
bations using observed atmospheric data include Rob-
inson (1988), Holopainen and Kaurola (1991), Black
and Dole (1993), Hakim et al. (1996), and Nielsen-
Gammon and Lefevre (1996).
A more general form of PV that has also been used
in observational studies is Ertel PV, Q, which with the
hydrostatic approximation is
zauQ 5 g . (2.2)
s
In this expression, g represents the gravitational accel-
eration, zau the component of absolute vorticity normal
to an isentropic surface, and s 5 2]p/]u is the pseu-
dodensity, inversely proportional to the static stability.
Ertel PV is conserved by the full (three-dimensional)
adiabatic, inviscid, balanced, or unbalanced flow.
While an exact inversion statement does not exist for
Ertel PV, Davis and Emanuel (1991) found a method of
inversion for an approximate form of Q in which zau in
(2.2) is replaced by the isentropic vorticity of the non-
divergent wind. Studies of surface cyclogenesis using
nonlinear balance inversion include Davis and Emanuel
(1991), Davis (1992b), Davis et al. (1993), Davis et al.
(1996), and Bresky and Colucci (1996). Wu and Eman-
uel (1995a,b) have applied the technique to studying the
motion of hurricanes.
With any form of balanced, quasi-horizontal flow,
local extrema of the PV field tend, through invertibility,
to be associated with local extrema of the streamfunction
field. Potential vorticity extrema of the same sign as the
local Coriolis parameter are associated with cyclonic
circulations, while extrema of opposite sign are asso-
ciated with anticyclonic circulations.3 Complex distri-
butions of PV may [to the extent that the definition of
PV is linear with respect to the streamfunction; see Da-
vis (1992a) or Thorpe and Bishop (1995) for a discus-
sion of this issue] be interpreted as a set of individual
PV anomalies and their individual associated circula-
tions added together to obtain the total flow field. Sur-
face potential temperature variations are related to
streamfunction variations in a similar fashion. As shown
by Bretherton (1966) for quasigeostrophy and Thorpe
(1986) for gradient wind balance, locally high (low)
2 Perturbation refers to a deviation from a reference state.
3 The circulations are not limited to the level of the PV extrema
but rather extend through a depth of the troposphere proportional to
the horizontal length scale of the extrema, and inversely proportional
to the reference state stratification.
values of surface potential temperature are associated
with local cyclonic (anticyclonic) circulations.4
With a balance system the divergent flow and ten-
dencies of both streamfunction and geopotential may be
diagnosed from the evolution of PV. The QG height
tendency equation is nothing more than the time deriv-
ative of (2.1). Case studies of surface or upper-tropo-
spheric cyclogenesis in which balanced height tenden-
cies associated with QGPV advections have been di-
agnosed include Hakim et al. (1996) and Nielsen-Gam-
mon and Lefevre (1996). The situation is somewhat
more complicated with nonlinear balance because Q is
advected by the full three-dimensional wind field, so an
omega equation must be solved jointly with the ten-
dency equations (Davis and Emanuel 1991; Davis et al.
1996).
b. The observed structure of tropospheric and
lower-stratospheric PV
In most of the studies discussed above, the variations
of PV near the tropopause, or, equivalently, the varia-
tions in the position of the tropopause, were critical
elements of the evolving synoptic-scale weather sys-
tems. The stratosphere possesses higher values of ther-
mal stratification and PV than the troposphere, as well
as relatively higher concentrations of certain chemical
species such as ozone. Depending on one’s purpose, a
representative transitional value of any of these quan-
tities may be used to identify the tropopause. For ap-
plication to radiosonde observations, the World Mete-
orological Organization (WMO) defines the tropopause
as the lower boundary of a layer in which the lapse rate
is less than 28C km21 for at least 2 km (WMO 1992).
Because the stretching or shrinking of air columns can
lead to discontinuous changes in the location of the
lapse-rate-defined tropopause without causing any mix-
ing between the troposphere or stratosphere or any
change in the chemical composition of the affected layer,
studies of troposphere–stratosphere exchange frequently
define the tropopause as a particular value of PV (e.g.,
Staley 1962; Danielsen 1968; Shapiro 1980; Danielsen
and Hipskind 1980). This PV-defined tropopause, called
a ‘‘dynamic tropopause’’ by Danielsen and Hipskind and
others, is much more spatially and temporally contin-
uous than a lapse-rate-defined tropopause.
As discussed by Hoerling et al. (1991) (see also Spaete
et al. 1994), a variety of PV values have been used to
define the tropopause, ranging from 1 to 3.5 PVU (1
PV unit 5 1026 m2 s21 K kg21; HMR). In a typical cross
section (such as Fig. 1a), the 1–3 PVU band tends to
lie within the transition zone between the weak strati-
fication of the upper troposphere and the relatively
4 Due to the geometry of the situation, there are some differences
in the dynamical behavior and evolution of surface anomalies; see
Held et al. (1995) for a comprehensive discussion.
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FIG. 1. (a) Cross section of temperature (dashed, contour interval
58C) and PV (shaded, values between 1 and 3 PVU) along 608W
from 2.58N to 87.58N at 0000 UTC 12 March 1993. (b) Cross section
of potential temperature (dashed, contour interval 5 K), PV (shaded,
values between 1 and 3 PVU), and isotachs of the zonal component
of the wind (solid, contour interval 10 m s21) along 608W from 2.58N
to 87.58N at 0000 UTC 12 March 1993.
strongly stratified, nearly isothermal lower stratosphere.
The much lower tropopause near the pole relative to
near the equator is typical. Near jet streams (Fig. 1b),
the 1–3 PVU band is strongly sloped. This tendency for
the tropopause to become nearly vertical within upper-
level jet streams is well established (e.g., Platzman
1949; Defant and Taba 1957; Palme´n and Newton 1969;
Shapiro et al. 1987; Morgan 1994). The polar jet, near
the center of the cross section, is located above a region
of enhanced middle and lower-tropospheric baroclin-
icity (the ‘‘polar front’’), whereas the subtropical jet,
above and to the south of the polar jet in Fig. 1b, is
associated with a region of shallower baroclinicity, with
temperature gradients confined to the middle and upper
troposphere. Shapiro and Keyser (1990) note that zo-
nally or seasonally averaged meridional cross sections
would contain only a broad sloping tropopause asso-
ciated with the subtropical jet due to the spatial vari-
ability of the polar jet.
The near-vertical tropopause within upper-level jets
implies that large horizontal gradients of PV should co-
incide with upper-level wind maxima at tropopause lev-
el. As an example, the 250-hPa surface (Fig. 2a) is
typically beneath the tropopause in the Tropics and sub-
tropics, whereas it is above the tropopause in high lat-
itudes. The intersection of the tropopause with the 250-
hPa surface may be found meandering across the map
between 258N and 658N, separating the high, near-uni-
form stratospheric values of PV in high latitudes from
the low, near-uniform tropospheric values of PV in the
Tropics and subtropics. In the vicinity of the tropopause
there is a tendency for the wind vectors to be nearly
aligned with the isopleths of Q. Stronger winds gen-
erally coincide with the larger magnitudes in the lateral
gradients of PV near the tropopause. The close corre-
spondence between localized regions of relatively high
(low) PV and cyclonic (anticyclonic) circulations, dis-
cussed in section 1, may also be seen. Of particular
importance to what follows is that, in general, features
in the wind field are defined more by bends in the strong
PV gradient of the tropopause than by individual PV
extrema.
Similar distributions of PV and winds are found on
the 310 K and 350 K isentropic surfaces (Figs. 2b and
2c). The tendency for the wind vectors to be nearly
aligned with the isopleths of Q is again fairly evident.
On the 310 K surface, north of about 358N, the maxi-
mum winds are associated with the polar jet stream,
while on the 350K surface, wind speed is maximized
in the subtropical jet to the south of 358N. The opposing
slopes of the PV and potential temperature surfaces (as
seen in Fig. 1b) results in the PV gradients along is-
entropic surfaces being sharper than gradients along iso-
baric surfaces. The magnitude of the PV gradient is
strongest near the tropopause. Again, meanders of the
1–3 PVU gradient correspond to troughs and ridges, and
we note that the position of this gradient could reliably
be represented by any contour between 1.5 and 3 PVU.
Such concentrated PV gradients, while common, do
not appear in climatological cross sections. Climatolog-
ical PV distributions are inevitably smooth because the
averaging is performed across a spectrum of polar and
subtropical jet positions. However, Rossby waves in the
upper troposphere interact with the more concentrated
instantaneous PV distribution of their environment,
rather than the smoother climatological distribution.
To illustrate the characteristic structure of the PV gra-
dient along the tropopause, a ‘‘Lagrangian average’’ of
the meridional isentropic PV gradient relative to the
position of the dynamic tropopause has been constructed
using twice-daily National Meteorological Center
(NMC, now known as the National Centers for Envi-
ronmental Prediction) Northern Hemisphere analyses
interpolated to isentropic surfaces. For the month of
January 1991, at each synoptic time, the location of the
1.5 PVU contour was determined for each longitude.
The meridional potential vorticity gradient was calcu-
lated and tabulated at this location and at fixed distances
north and south, and then zonally and time averaged.
The result of this calculation for the 320 K surface is
shown in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 2. Ertel PV (solid, contour interval 1 PVU), wind (short barb 5 5 m s21; long barb 5 10 m s21; pennant 5 50 m s21), and wind
speed (shaded: below 35 m s21 unshaded, shade interval 15 m s21) on the (a) 250-hPa surface, (b) 310 K isentropic surface, (c) 350 K
isentropic surface, and (d) 500-hPa geopotential height (solid, contour interval 6 dam) and absolute vorticity (dashed, contour interval 2 3
1025 s21 above 10 3 1025 s21) at 0000 UTC 12 March 1993.
FIG. 3. 320 K ‘‘Lagrangian averaged’’ meridional gradient of PV
for January 1991 (dotted curve) and latitudinal variation in PV ac-
counting for variations in stratification between troposphere and strat-
osphere and planetary vorticity (solid curve).
The magnitude of the meridional gradient is seen to
be maximized near the tropopause, while approximately
68 lat north and south of the jet the gradients are an
order of magnitude smaller. Ambaum (1997) has dis-
cussed how this concentration can arise from Rossby
wave breaking events. For purposes of comparison, also
shown in Fig. 3 is the meridional gradient in planetary
vorticity (b). The gradients of PV away from the tro-
popause are comparable to, or smaller than, the varia-
tions in PV associated with a typical stratification and
b. By contrast, models that assume a constant tropo-
spheric lapse rate, such as the classical Charney (1947)
model, have a PV gradient of about 3b (Sun and Lindzen
1994), and studies that assume such a gradient (such as
Robinson 1989) consequently overestimate the dynam-
ical importance of interior tropospheric PV gradients.
Sun and Lindzen note that while the magnitude of PV
gradients in the troposphere appear to be distinguishable
from zero, these tropospheric gradients may in fact be
exaggerated by limitations in the resolution and accu-
racy of observing systems. Be that as it may, advection
of PV will, in general, generate significant PV anomalies
at the tropopause level much more readily than at other
levels, and the key upper-tropospheric dynamical pro-
cess is the displacement and motion of the PV gradient,
which characterizes the tropopause.
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FIG. 4. Pressure (contour interval 50 mb), wind speed (light shading
above 35 m s21; dark shading, above 50 m s21), and wind (as in Fig.
2) along the dynamic tropopause and (b) as in (a) except for potential
temperature (contour interval 5 K).
c. Topography of the dynamic tropopause, and its
relation to potential vorticity and winds
The pressure topography of the tropopause (Fig. 4a)
shows in two dimensions the structure seen in the cross
section along 608W (Fig. 1): a relatively high tropopause
(low pressure) in the subtropics; a steeply sloping tro-
popause (with large gradients of pressure) in midlati-
tudes; and a nearly flat, relatively low tropopause near
the pole. The preceding discussion suggests several
close relationships between the topography of the dy-
namic tropopause and the distribution of tropospheric
winds and temperatures.
Comparison with Fig. 2a confirms that a steeply
sloped tropopause tends to correspond to an upper-level
jet, with winds tending to be stronger in lower latitudes
and where there is anticyclonic curvature rather than
cyclonic curvature. The contours in Figs. 2a and 4a are
similar in appearance. This is partly because they share
certain isopleths: the locus of intersection of the 1.5
PVU surface with the 250-hPa surface is indicated by
the 250-hPa contour on the tropopause map and the 1.5
PVU contour on the constant-pressure map. Regions
with a low tropopause, such as over northern Mexico
in Fig. 4a, are therefore equivalent to regions of anom-
alously high upper-level PV (Fig. 2a).
We have shown that midtropospheric PV variations
tend to be much weaker than variations near the tro-
popause, suggesting that the midtropospheric flow ought
to be strongly associated with tropopause PV variations.
A comparison of Figs. 4a and 2d confirms this tendency.
Even though the 500-hPa surface is generally well be-
low the tropopause, cyclonic (anticyclonic) 500-hPa
vorticity is almost invariably associated with a locally
low (high) tropopause.
The distribution of potential temperature on the tro-
popause may also be plotted (Fig. 4b); certain contours
on this figure and Figs. 2b and 2c will be identical. Cold
(with respect to potential temperature) areas of the tro-
popause correspond to cyclonic PV anomalies and 500-
hPa vorticity maxima, and strong potential temperature
gradients correspond to a steeply sloping tropopause and
to 250-hPa wind maxima.
Isobaric maps of upper-level PV are preferred by
some over isentropic PV maps (IPV maps) because, on
average, they lie closer to the tropopause and depict
more of the significant PV anomalies. However, the dy-
namical information inherent in IPV maps is lost: PV
is no longer advected by the horizontal wind alone, so
PV and winds on isobaric surfaces do not give us a
complete dynamical picture. On the other hand, as
shown in the preceding paragraphs, several IPV maps
are required to depict horizontal PV variations present
on two or three constant-pressure maps.
A tropopause map such as Fig. 4a or Fig. 4b is su-
perior to both because all PV anomalies on the tropo-
pause are shown, on whatever pressure level or isen-
tropic surface they lie. For example, the vorticity max-
imum over Alaska in Fig. 2d corresponds to a tropo-
pause-level PV anomaly, as depicted by the high
pressures of Fig. 4a and the low potential temperatures
of Fig. 4b. This PV anomaly was too low in the at-
mosphere to appear in Figs. 2a and 2c. Furthermore,
under adiabatic and frictionless conditions, tropopause
potential temperature maps such as Fig. 4b may be used
in the same way as IPV maps to deduce the evolution
of the PV field. Each isentrope on a constant PV surface
represents a concentrated PV gradient on the corre-
sponding isentropic surface. To the extent that the flow
is adiabatic, just as isentropic surfaces are material sur-
faces along which potential vorticity is advected, the
dynamic tropopause is also a material surface along
which potential temperature is advected.
d. An Eady model view of tropospheric dynamics
Potential temperature on the tropopause may be
thought of in the same manner as potential temperature
at the earth’s surface. In the limit of infinite stratospheric
static stability, they are equivalent, except for a change
of sign: cold anomalies at the tropopause, like warm
anomalies at the surface, are dynamically equivalent to
positive PV anomalies. Juckes (1994) has demonstrated
for the QG system that the analogy holds for realistic
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stratospheric static stability as well, except that the in-
fluence of a given potential temperature anomaly is
weaker than it would be with infinite stratification. By
combining a map of surface (or near-surface) potential
temperature with a map of tropopause potential tem-
perature, one obtains an ‘‘Eady model view’’ 5 of the
dynamics of the troposphere, with the evolution of the
tropospheric flow largely controlled by the distribution
of potential temperature at its upper and lower bound-
aries.
The use of charts at only two levels to deduce the
dynamics of the troposphere, while perhaps sounding
extreme, is somewhat analogous to the traditional use
of 500-hPa and surface maps to diagnose tropospheric
development. In a sense, the traditional method works
because, as discussed earlier, most 500-hPa vorticity
extrema are associated with PV variations at the tro-
popause.
The diabatic generation of PV complicates the Eady
model view of the tropospheric dynamics. To the extent
that PV generation or destruction (or analysis error)
takes place at the surface or the tropopause, it will ap-
pear as a nonadvective redistribution of potential tem-
perature whose effects can be conceptually isolated from
conservative processes. Frequently, though, diabatically
generated distributions of PV within the lower tropo-
sphere (particularly those associated with latent heat re-
lease) can play an important role in the development of
frontal waves (Eliassen and Kleinschmidt 1957; Hoskins
and Berrisford 1988; Joly and Thorpe 1990; Davis
1992b). In such cases, the additional essential infor-
mation about the lower-tropospheric PV distribution
must be incorporated or provided as an additional chart.
3. Dynamical representations of tropospheric PV
In this section, we present and contrast various tech-
niques for representing the upper- and lower-tropo-
spheric PV distributions.
a. Representations of the upper-tropospheric PV
distribution: Tropopause maps
The most common dynamical tropopause map is an
analysis of potential temperature and winds along a sur-
face of PV (Q 5 Q0). To emphasize the fact that this
analysis is being performed on a dynamical tropopause
defined as a surface of constant Ertel PV, as opposed
to a conventionally defined tropopause, we propose re-
ferring to the analysis of quantities along the dynamical
tropopause as an isertelic analysis. Various means may
be used to arrive at this analysis: superposition of is-
5 For the Eady (1949) model, within which the pseudo-PV is con-
stant, the dynamics of the fluid are completely determined by the
distribution and evolution of potential temperature on the upper and
lower boundaries.
entropes, direct analysis of potential temperature, and
vertical interpolation of potential temperature to the tro-
popause surface. An additional type of tropopause anal-
ysis, which depicts the strength of the gradient on each
isentropic surface, is also described below.
1) CONTOUR SUPERPOSITION
The method of contour superposition was suggested
by K. Emanuel (1990, personal communication), and
has been used by Bell and Bosart (1993). To motivate
this technique, consider the isentropic PV analysis on
the 325 K surface for a 24-h Eta Model forecast from
0000 UTC 27 March 1997 (Fig. 5a). The 1.5 PVU con-
tour has been highlighted. This contour, the locus of
points with u 5 325 K and Q 5 1.5 PVU, represents
the intersection of the tropopause surface with the 325
K isentropic surface. Thus the contour may be regarded
as the 325K isentrope along the 1.5 PVU surface. Sim-
ilarly, the 1.5 PVU contour on the 335 K surface (Fig.
5b) represents the 335 K isentrope along the tropopause.
Superposing (overlaying) these two contours onto a sin-
gle map, along with other 1.5 PVU contours from a set
of equally spaced isentropic surfaces that span the mid-
dle and upper troposphere, results in an ‘‘analysis’’ of
the potential temperature along the tropopause (Fig. 5c).
We note that instead of superposing contours, one
might superpose ‘‘fill’’ or shade patterns. Starting from
the highest isentropic surface, which intersects the tro-
popause, the technique would be to fill (shade) the val-
ues of PV greater than the defining value (Q 5 1.5 PVU
in this case). Subsequent shadings are done on succes-
sively lower isentropic surfaces, with the results accu-
mulating on a single chart. An example of such a chart
is shown in Fig. 5d.
The primary advantage of this contour or fill super-
position technique is that given an isentropic analysis
of winds and pressure, the isentropic topography of the
tropopause may be directly determined with no addi-
tional interpolation. Another advantage, as can be seen
in Figs. 5c and 5d off the coast of Washington, is that
the technique allows for isopleths of potential temper-
ature to cross. Because the potential temperature is mul-
tivalued at particular locations, the superposition of iso-
pleths technique allows for the depiction of tropopause
folds. While the superposition of fill patterns provides
a more direct visual impression of the configuration of
the tropopause, it does so at the expense of loss of
information near tropopause folds.
Low-level PV maxima with values exceeding 1.5
PVU may also be present in the analysis. These maxima
are not associated with tropopause undulations, but rath-
er they may be associated with diabatically ‘‘generated’’
interior PV. While these low-level PV variations are
often dynamically significant, contour superposition
creates an arbitrary thresholding of the values depict-
ed—maxima of 1.5 PVU or less are not contoured in
the analysis. A more important disadvantage of this
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FIG. 5. Ertel PV (contour interval 1.5 PVU with the 1.5 PVU contour heavy) from a 24-h Eta Model forecast at 0000 UTC 26 March
1997 on the (a) 325 K isentropic surface and (b) 335 K isentropic surface. Tropopause potential temperature analyses using (c) contour
superposition method (contour interval 10 K), (d) superposition of shade pattern method (contour and shade interval 10 K), and (e) interpolation
method (contour interval 10 K) for same time in (a). (f ) Analysis of the 1.5 to 3 PVU tropopause band every 10 K using superposition of
shade pattern method for same time in (a).
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technique is that it is purely graphical. Because the con-
tours were simply superposed onto a single chart, one
does not have gridpoint values of atmospheric variables
along the tropopause for diagnostic calculations.
2) VERTICAL INTERPOLATION
A more common way to produce a tropopause map
from a gridded dataset is to vertically interpolate po-
tential temperature onto the tropopause surface. Within
each grid column, PV is computed at successive vertical
levels until the threshold tropopause value is crossed.
The vertical level of the tropopause is determined by
interpolation, and potential temperature is then inter-
polated to the level of the tropopause. An example of
such a map is seen in Fig. 5e.
The primary advantage of this technique over the
method of contour superposition is that other variables,
such as pressure and wind, may also be interpolated to
the tropopause level, producing a complete two-dimen-
sional gridded analysis of meteorological variables on
the tropopause. However, the results of the analysis de-
pend on whether the search for the tropopause proceeds
upward or downward. If done from below, the search
should be initiated at some level well above the ground,
such as 650 hPa, to avoid patches of high low-level PV
(PV greater than 1.5 PVU) appearing in the analysis. In
tropopause folds, a search from below will first en-
counter the tropopause at a different level than a search
from above. The difference between the two isertelic
height fields so obtained is zero except where the tro-
popause is folded, and the magnitude of the difference
gives the vertical extent of the fold. The discontinuity
at vertical or folded tropopauses is poorly resolved by
the gridded analysis and may lead to contouring diffi-
culties (such as the jagged contours off the coast of
Washington) unless the interpolated data is then
smoothed horizontally.
3) DIRECT CALCULATION
A WMO tropopause analysis may be constructed di-
rectly from rawinsonde data by recording the potential
temperature at the tropopause level at each sounding
site and analyzing the potential temperature objectively
or subjectively.6 A similar procedure may be followed
for analyses of the dynamic tropopause, following a
method first described by Nielsen (1988).
Briefly, the direct method applies the Bellamy (1949)
triangle method to compute the mean vorticity within a
given isentropic layer, and combines this information
with the mean pressure thickness of the layer to obtain
the mean PV for the triangle bounded by the three sta-
6 Defant and Taba (1957) published the first hemispheric map of
the topography of the tropopause using a rawinsonde-based definition
of the tropopause.
tions. The calculation is repeated in successive isentro-
pic layers, and the tropopause surface identified as in
the vertical interpolation method. A complete set of tro-
popause ‘‘observations’’ may be generated from a set
of rawinsonde observations using techniques such as
those described by Ceselski and Sapp (1975) and Schae-
fer and Doswell (1979). This method is more unwieldy
than other methods, but has the advantage of allowing
a subjective analysis of the distribution of potential tem-
perature on the tropopause. The analyst may incorporate
conceptual models of the tropopause, such as tropopause
discontinuities near jet streams, into the analysis, in
principle producing a more realistic analysis than is pos-
sible with other methods.
4) TROPOPAUSE BAND SUPERPOSITION
The interpretation of most tropopause maps assumes
a strong PV gradient in the vicinity of the tropopause.
However, if the PV analysis is noisy and the tropopause
is nearly flat, it can be difficult to tell from an isertelic
analysis whether potential temperature variations rep-
resent significant PV anomalies or minor variations in
vorticity or stratification. To avoid this ambiguity, Niel-
sen-Gammon (1995) developed an alternative type of
tropopause map that represents the tropopause as a tran-
sition zone or band with values of PV between 1.5 and
3 PVU.
The method of construction of a tropopause band map
is similar to the contour superposition method, except
that shaded bands from each isentropic layer, repre-
senting the position of PV values within the tropopause
transition zone, are superposed (Fig. 5f). The resulting
map indicates not only the distribution of potential tem-
perature within the tropopause layer, but also the mag-
nitude of the PV gradient at the tropopause: the isen-
tropic PV gradients are inversely proportional to the
width of the tropopause PV bands. A disadvantage of
this type of map is that some bands may become ob-
scured or hidden as successive bands are added to the
map, resulting in a loss of information.
b. Representations of the lower-tropospheric PV
The lower-tropospheric PV distribution is composed
of two elements—the Ertel PV and the (near-) surface
potential temperature.
1) INTERIOR PV EXTREMA
Distinct low-level PV maxima occasionally form due
to diabatic processes associated with either surface cool-
ing (creating an inversion) or latent heat release in
regions of ascent. The PV maxima associated with ra-
diative cooling are transitory—usually disappearing the
next morning when near-surface air heats up. Other sur-
face-based inversions, such as may be produced by
warm air passing over cold water (Neiman et al. 1990)
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FIG. 6. Analysis of 850-hPa saturated equivalent potential tem-
perature (contour, interval 5 K) and 700–850-hPa-layer averaged Er-
tel PV (shaded; light shading greater than 0.5 PVU, dark shading
greater than 1 PVU) for same time as in Fig. 5
or fog in interior basins such as California’s Central
Valley, have little effect on the dynamics of the air above
them. The maxima associated with a vertical redistri-
bution of PV by latent heat release tend to be deeper,
can remain coherent for several days, and have been
shown to play a role in surface cyclogenesis. Joly and
Thorpe (1990) suggest that mesoscale frontal wave cy-
clones are the result of an instability arising from an
interaction of diabatically generated PV anomalies with
a surface front. It is desirable to keep track of the ex-
istence of these deep interior maxima as they serve as
signatures of the diabatic processes that created them,
and as they may be dynamically important in the de-
velopment of tropospheric weather systems.
Various methods of depicting interior tropospheric
PV distributions have been employed (Hoskins and Ber-
risford 1988; Hakim et al. 1995). Hoskins and Berrisford
analyze the PV (above 0.25 PVU) on the 300 K surface.
The minimum threshold value taken by Hoskins and
Berrisford allows one to distinguish the interior anom-
alies from the essentially homogeneous ambient tro-
pospheric PV. A disadvantage of this approach is that
interior anomalies may be created on a surface other
than 300 K, and would not be seen. Hakim et al. (1995)
plot the tropospheric average PV (PV averaged from
1000 hPa to the tropopause level). This approach allows
for the identification of the location of the interior PV,
but does not distinguish upper- and lower-tropospheric
maxima, and may mask instances in which latent heating
redistributes PV in the vertical (while simultaneously
conserving a volume integral of the PV).
An alternative approach, preferred here, is to plot the
lower-tropospheric (850–700 hPa) vertically averaged
PV (Fig. 6). Isobaric coordinates are acceptable because
PV anomalies in this part of the troposphere are gen-
erally associated with nonconservative effects. The 700-
hPa level is close to, but below, the typical level of
maximum heating, so that the positive anomalies gen-
erated by latent heat release will not be masked by the
negative anomalies generated above. The bottom level
of the layer, here 850 hPa, should correspond to the
level of depiction of near-surface potential temperature,
discussed below.
2) NEAR-SURFACE POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE
Dynamical considerations suggest that the surface or
boundary potential temperature would be the variable
to analyze in an ‘‘Eady representation’’ of the tropo-
sphere. Because near-surface air experiences diabatic
heating due to its contact with the ground and to fluxes
of sensible heat, potential temperature is not conserved
at the earth’s surface. Consequently, in keeping with the
desire to construct analyses of conserved variables, a
different approach is required.
As discussed by HMR, an analysis of potential tem-
perature at the top of the boundary layer might be a
suitable surrogate for the surface potential temperature.
In general, however, analyses at such a level are not
generally available, and cannot be constructed from con-
ventional gridded analyses. A better approach would be
to consider the potential temperature along some lower-
tropospheric pressure surface. The surface should be
high enough to be removed from the nonconservative
processes described above—but any constant pressure
surface is subject to two additional sources or sinks of
potential temperature: latent heat release and vertical
advection of potential temperature. Both of these
sources and sinks increase with importance with height
above the ground. Over oceanic regions, the 925-hPa
isobaric surface is acceptable, whereas over mountain-
ous regions such as the Rocky Mountains, a higher iso-
baric surface like the 700-hPa surface is required. A
good compromise level for most applications seems to
be 850 hPa.
We note that an equally suitable variable to plot would
be the saturated equivalent potential temperature, u*e
(Fig. 6).7 This variable is proportional to potential tem-
perature and is similarly conservative. The equivalent
potential temperature, ue, on the other hand, is not a
thermodynamic state variable. To invert a distribution
of ue, an a priori knowledge of the relative humidity
distribution would be required. However, as will be
shown below, variations in ue can be used to infer the
potential for and consequences of convection.
7 When using at the surface, the appropriate PV to consider isu*e
the saturated moist PV, (5ava ·= ), which is conserved in sat-q* u*e e
urated regions and is nearly zero in many regions of saturated ascent
(Emanuel 1985). To the extent that is zero everywhere, all theq*e
information on the quasi-balanced flow is contained in the near-sur-
face and tropopause distributions.u*e
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FIG. 7. The 250-hPa height (contour, interval 120 dam) and wind
speed (hatched, above 36 m s21, cross hatched above 57 m s21)
analysis superposed on the 250-hPa level sounding data using an
abbreviated isobaric analysis station model {parameters shown: tem-
perature (8C), winds (kt), and geopotential height [tens of meters,
leading digit (1) dropped]} at (a) 0000 UTC 4 November 1988, (b)
0000 UTC 5 November, and (c) 0000 UTC 6 November.
4. Case study: November 1988
This case study uses tropopause maps constructed
from gridded sounding data. It features dramatic ex-
amples of a strong upper-level jet, the development of
a tropopause fold, the formation of an intense upper-
level trough, and the effects of deep moist convection.
a. Conventional analyses
The basic upper-level development is shown in a se-
ries of 250-hPa maps (Fig. 7). At 0000 UTC 4 November
1988 (Fig. 7a) or 04/00 (for brevity, the date and time
will be abbreviated henceforth as day/hour), a strong
northwesterly upper-level jet extends from the Pacific
Northwest into Texas, a weak trough is located over the
central gulf coast, and a southwesterly jet originates over
the Southeast. The northwesterly jet is so strong that
most wind observations are missing, the rawinsondes
having traveled beyond the horizon. Lower-level winds,
gradient wind balance, and NMC analyses suggest that
the maximum wind speed approaches 75 m s21 (150 kt).
One day later (Fig. 7b), the jet has become cyclon-
ically curved and extends all the way to Florida. The
gulf trough and downstream jet have moved to the Car-
olinas and the western Atlantic, and a third jet has ap-
peared over the western Great Lakes and southeastern
Canada.
By 06/00 (Fig. 7c), the 250-hPa analysis features a
massive closed upper-level low over the Midwest. The
strong jet now extends all the way around the base of
the closed low, from Nebraska across the gulf coast to
southern Ontario. The jets formerly over the Atlantic
and the upper Great Lakes have moved almost entirely
beyond the margins of the map. This evolution in two
days from nearly zonal flow across the United States to
a high-amplitude ridge–trough pattern is unusually rap-
id.
The sequence of events mirrors the schematic diagram
of a propagating jet streak produced by M. Shapiro and
reproduced as Fig. 19 of Keyser and Shapiro (1986).
Between 04/12 and 05/00, the jet streak extends from
the ridge to the developing downstream trough, and as
discussed by Keyser and Shapiro, the associated cold
advection within the jet streak (not shown) favors a
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crossjet ageostrophic circulation configured to produce
a tropopause fold. The observed folding was quite pro-
nounced, as will be shown below with the tropopause
maps.
Twelve-hourly surface maps beginning at 04/12 are
provided in Fig. 8. Frontal positions are not shown but
may be inferred from the analyses of pressure and ue,
which is plotted rather than u or to aid in the inter-u*e
pretation of moist convection (below). The surface anal-
yses depict an intensifying frontal cyclone, which had
just become organized at 04/12 (Fig. 8a) and undergoes
its most rapid deepening between 05/12 (Fig. 8c) and
06/00 (Fig. 8d). Precipitation is not particularly wide-
spread with this system, but thunderstorms marched
across the Southeast ahead of the cold front, extending
as far north as Illinois at 04/12 and producing 23 tor-
nadoes and one fatality (NCDC 1988).
The rather complex initial distribution of ue is due in
part to cold-air damming along the southern Appala-
chians (Bell and Bosart 1988). At 05/00 (Fig. 8b), the
narrow tongue of high ue extending toward the cyclone
center has disappeared, and the surface thermal structure
is anything but classical as the cyclone is located be-
tween baroclinic zones to its north and south. During
the following 24 h, the cyclone circulation ingests both
warm air from the southern United States and cold air
from Canada, and the rapid deepening between 05/12
and 06/00 coincides with the amplification of the surface
thermal wave and the onset of occlusion.
b. Tropopause maps
The tropopause maps for this case (Fig. 9) were pro-
duced by the contour superposition method using Barnes
objective analyses (Koch et al. 1983) of winds and pres-
sures on isentropic surfaces. Major features appearing
on the tropopause maps are discussed in roughly chro-
nological sequence.
1) THE TROPOPAUSE DISCONTINUITY WITHIN A
STRONG JET STREAK
As discussed in section 2, strong upper-level jets are
typically associated with a nearly vertical tropopause,
which on a dynamic tropopause map appears as a near
discontinuity in potential temperature or pressure. At
04/00 (Fig. 9a), such a vertical tropopause curves an-
ticyclonically from the Oregon coast to north Texas,
coinciding with the location and alongstream extent of
the jet streak (Fig. 7a). This tropopause discontinuity,
in excess of 408C, is unusually large, as are the wind
speeds within the jet streak itself. The isotherms are
almost superposed, and the 325-K isotherm is located
slightly south of higher-valued isotherms over Oregon
and Idaho, implying a small tropopause fold. (The fold
extends all the way to southeastern Colorado at a slightly
higher level, as indicated by the positions of the 330-
K and 335 K contours.) By contrast, the jet streak over
the Southeast appears on the tropopause map as a less
concentrated potential temperature gradient, which is
weaker (a potential temperature difference of about
158C), implying a smoothly sloping tropopause rather
than a tropopause break. Wind speeds within this jet
streak are correspondingly weak.
2) THE INTERACTION OF TWO UPPER-LEVEL
TROUGHS
Upper-level troughs are associated with locally cold
tropopauses, which may appear as closed temperature
contours or as waves in the isentropes. The moderate
trough over the gulf coast and the weaker trough over
Nebraska at 04/00 are both waves (cf. Figs. 7a and 9a).
As with the jet streaks, the relative strength of these
troughs is related to the relative magnitude of the tem-
perature perturbations. According to the tropopause
map, the PV gradients that these contours represent are
located at different isentropic levels: 330–350 K for the
eastern trough and 320–325 K for the western trough.
From this, one may deduce that the two troughs have
the potential to superimpose, producing a particularly
strong trough, if the vertical wind shear and propagation
velocities of the waves are such that the western wave
is moving southeastward relative to the eastern wave.
Such a wave merger is not possible for two waves lo-
cated along the same isentropic surfaces, and the two
cases are difficult or impossible to distinguish using
conventional analyses.
As it turns out, a rather different evolution takes place,
as the eastern trough lifts out and the jet streak plunges
southward to replace it. According to PV thinking, two
positive upper-level vortices, such as the two troughs,
should act to advect each other counterclockwise (Ha-
kim et al. 1996), and this may be partly responsible for
the observed evolution. Additionally, since both troughs
are waves embedded within a north–south tropopause
potential temperature (PV) gradient, Rossby wave dy-
namics suggest that the combined wave should be down-
ward propagating, causing intensification of the western
trough and weakening of the eastern trough. This is so
because the eastern trough ‘‘induces’’ northerlies within
the western trough, amplifying it, whereas the western
trough induces southerlies within the eastern trough,
weakening it.
3) THE EVOLUTION OF AN ENORMOUS TROPOPAUSE
FOLD
During the period of interest, the long, narrow tro-
popause fold present beneath the jet streak at 04/00
evolves into a massive fold covering at least half of 10
states and smaller portions of 10 others. The presence
of significant folds at later times is suggested by the
evolution of Fig. 9 from an orderly set of contours to
maps resembling the ‘‘spaghetti plots’’ often used to
display ensemble forecast output.
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FIG. 8. Surface analysis of mean sea level pressure (solid contour, interval 4 hPa) and surface equivalent potential temperature (dashed,
interval 5 K) superposed on surface plot of station data using an abbreviated conventional station model [parameters shown: temperature
(8C), dewpoint temperature (8C), mean sea level pressure (tenths of hPa, leading digits dropped), wind (kt), and weather symbols] at (a)
1200 UTC 4 November 1988, (b) 0000 UTC 5 November, (c) 1200 UTC 5 November, and (d) 0000 UTC 6 November.
Two distinct segments of the tropopause fold are pres-
ent; one is centered on the 325 K level and the other is
centered on the 310 K level. The 325 K fold, as de-
scribed above, was located over Oregon and Idaho at
04/00. By 04/12 (Fig. 9b), it has progressed along the
jet streak and extends from southwestern Wyoming to
west-central Oklahoma. During the next 12 h, this seg-
ment of the fold increases dramatically in width. At 05/
00 (Fig. 9c), the tropopause is on the 350 K surface
over central Arkansas and on the 325 K surface over
the Louisiana coast. Thus, stratospheric air extends be-
neath tropospheric air from central Arkansas to southern
Louisiana, a distance of over 500 km. Along the 335 K
and 340 K surfaces, the folded tropopause extends to
southwestern Georgia; this portion of the fold remains
small and will not be discussed further.
Between 05/00 and 05/12 (Fig. 9d), the fold retains
its half-moon shape while rotating around the base of
the trough and intensifying. Progressively thicker layers
of the stratosphere are drawn into the fold: by 05/12,
stratospheric air on the 315 K, 320 K, 325 K, and 330
K surfaces extend several hundred kilometers beneath
and south of the tropospheric air on the 340 K, 345 K,
and 350 K surfaces, and by 06/00 (Fig. 9e), 310 K
stratospheric air has been drawn into this portion of the
fold. Although the eastern edge of the fold is not re-
solved by the rawinsonde network, this fold appears to
be up to 600 km wide (from western North Carolina to
beyond the Gulf Stream) and about 2000 km long (from
north of Lake Ontario to southern Alabama), for a total
area of about 6 3 105 km2.
Two soundings through the heart of the fold, at Cen-
terville, Alabama, at 05/12 and at Charleston, South
Carolina, at 06/00 (Fig. 10) confirm the dramatic nature
of the fold. At Centerville, stratospheric air is present
from 500 hPa to 375 hPa, with tropospheric air over-
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FIG. 9. Tropopause potential temperature (contour interval 5 K from
305 K to 350 K) and wind (short barb 5 2.5 m s21, long barb 5 5
m s21, pennant 5 25 m s21) at (a) 0000 UTC 4 November 1988, (b)
1200 UTC 4 November, (c) 0000 UTC 5 November, (d) 1200 UTC
5 November, and (e) 0000 UTC 6 November.
lying it to 150 hPa. The fold is 35 K thick. At Charles-
ton, the fold is closer to the ground, between 600 and
500 hPa, with 335 hPa of tropospheric air overlying it.
The tropopause maps and soundings agree on which
isentropic levels are contained within the tropopause
fold.
Farther upstream, a second fold is present in which
the 325 K surface is within the troposphere and strat-
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FIG. 10. Skew T diagram (temperature solid, degrees Celsius; dew-
point temperature dashed, degrees Celsius) and sounding winds (kt)
for CKL (Centerville, AL) (gray) at 1200 UTC 5 November 1988
and for CHS (Charleston, SC) (black) at 0000 UTC 6 November.
ospheric air is folded beneath it, primarily along the 310
K surface. The eastern portion of the fold first appears
at 04/12 from the Washington–Oregon coast to central
Idaho, and the rest of the fold comes onshore during
the following 24 h. At 05/12 the entire fold is visible
in Fig. 9, extending from central Alberta (where the 310
and 330 K contours first cross) to extreme eastern Texas
(where the 315 and 325 K contours uncross themselves),
a distance of 2800 km. This fold is not as thick as the
first fold; only stratospheric air along the 310 K and
315 K surfaces is folded, beneath tropospheric air be-
tween 320 K and 330 K. Remarkably, the fold continues
to expand, stretching from extreme northern Saskatch-
ewan to central Georgia at 06/00, where it overlaps with
the first fold.
The combined tropopause fold, at 06/00, is larger than
any fold over North America we have seen or are aware
of. The fold extends from Quebec to the Atlantic, the
Gulf of Mexico, and north again to the southern border
of the Northwest Territories, a total length of 8400 km!
4) THE EFFECT OF DEEP CONVECTION ON THE
TROPOPAUSE
Tropopause maps, in combination with maps of low-
level ue, may be used to infer the potential for deep
convection. Except when folded, the tropopause is gen-
erally high enough or cold enough that the difference
between tropopause u and tropopause is no moreu*e
than a few degrees and can be neglected for qualitative
purposes. The difference between low-level ue and tro-
popause u therefore provides a ‘‘poor man’s’’ lifted in-
dex (Bosart and Lackmann 1995), with the advantage
over conventional lifted indices that both low-level ue
and tropopause u are approximately conserved and are
unchanged by vertical motion. Thus, the advection of
low-level ue and tropopause u can be independently in-
ferred from the distribution of winds and future lifted
indices can be predicted.
At 04/12, the surface map (Fig. 8a) shows thunder-
storms from Ohio to Missouri, and the tropopause map
(Fig. 9a) indicates the likelihood of continued deep con-
vection. Surface ue’s between 320 K and 335 K extend
from central Illinois southward through Arkansas, while
aloft, the 325 K contour overlays the same area. Fur-
thermore, the potential instability should be rapidly in-
creasing: there are southerly winds and positive ue ad-
vection at the surface, while the tropopause maps from
04/00 and 04/12 indicate that tropopause temperatures
below 315 K should reach the area within 12 h. This
inference is based on the advecting winds at the leading
edge of the mass of 315K air and is corroborated by
the observed motion of the 315K air between 04/00 and
04/12.
As mentioned previously, this storm was the occasion
of a tornado outbreak, so deep convection did indeed
persist. Here, we wish to emphasize the evidence of,
and effect of, the deep convection at the tropopause
level. In particular, compare the tropopause maps for
04/12 (Fig. 9b) and 05/00 (Fig. 9c). A closed 330 K
contour has appeared at 05/00, and the 325 K contour,
which had stretched along the Ohio River Valley, ex-
tends as far north as James Bay. Neither of these changes
can have been produced by advection, given the wind
patterns at these times. Instead, this warming of the
tropopause has been produced by high ue air (320 K to
335 K) ascending in deep moist convection and being
expelled at the tropopause level. The warming of the
dynamic tropopause is equivalent to the destruction of
PV at tropopause level by the vertical gradient of dia-
batic heating.
The sounding from Monett, Missouri (Fig. 11), taken
at 04/12 within the tongue of warm, moist low-level air,
shows the deep instability present that morning. The
moist parcel just above the surface has a ue of 333 K
and a 500-hPa lifted index of 27. Soundings farther to
the east feature deeper moisture, but have already been
influenced by convection.
Were convection to act to stabilize this sounding, low
levels would need to cool and the air from 650 hPa to
the tropopause would have to warm. To the east, where
an ample supply of moisture is present, the only avail-
able means of stabilization is convective overturning,
which would warm the upper troposphere to the moist
adiabat of a lifted parcel, either through compensating
subsidence or by replacing the upper-tropospheric air
with boundary layer air (Bosart and Nielsen 1993),
while simultaneously replacing the boundary layer air
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FIG. 11. As in Fig. 10 except for UMN (Monett, MO) (gray) at
1200 UTC 4 November 1988 and for SSM (Sault Ste. Marie, MI)
(black) at 0000 UTC 5 November.
with evaporatively cooled downdrafts. Since the lifted
index at 300 hPa is also 27, this means that the tro-
popause would warm by as much as 7 K in response to
widespread deep moist convection. Indeed, the warm
tropopause at 05/00 over the Ohio Valley and the Great
Lakes has potential temperatures between 320 K and
332 K, in close agreement with low-level ue’s in the
area of thunderstorm activity just to the south.
Also shown in Fig. 11 is a sounding at 05/00 from
Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan, downstream of the area of
convection. At this location, the tropopause is 5–10 K
warmer than can be explained by adiabatic advection.
Horizontal upper-level trajectories would place the tro-
popause air in the vicinity of Monett at 04/12, where
the tropopause was near 300 hPa. Here, at Sault Ste.
Marie, the tropopause is at 200 hPa. Of particular sig-
nificance is the layer of air between 200 and 300 hPa,
which features winds up to 20 m s21 (40 kt) stronger
than winds at other levels. We conclude that this air
represents outflow from the widespread convective ac-
tivity (Fritsch and Maddox 1981), aided by the synoptic-
scale forcing of vertical motion. The lower-stratospheric
air has been replaced with air from the boundary layer,
which has rapidly ascended through the full depth of
the troposphere. A similar, but even more dramatic, dia-
batic warming of the tropopause due to latent heat re-
lease during the 1993 Superstorm is described by Bosart
et al. (1996).
5) THE EFFECT OF DEEP CONVECTION ON THE
UPPER-LEVEL TROUGH
In Fig. 9, we see that the diabatic processes were
responsible for the rapid generation of an anticyclonic
PV anomaly in the upper troposphere and, equivalently,
a warm potential temperature anomaly on the tropo-
pause. Acting in tandem with the strong, digging jet
streak, these processes combined to help generate the
closed 250-hPa low center at 06/00 flanked by strong
upstream and downstream ridges.
At 04/12, the tropopause potential temperature gra-
dient was weak over the Great Lakes region. By 05/00,
a strong temperature gradient had formed there as a
result of the diabatic heating. As discussed earlier, such
a gradient implies a jet streak, and indeed winds in
excess of 36 m s21 (70 kt) have developed there (Fig.
7). This sequence of events is typical of developing
cyclones: the development of an anticyclonically curved
jet downstream of the upper-level trough is coincident
with the diabatic destruction of PV and the generation
of a strong potential temperature gradient along the tro-
popause (e.g., Reed et al. 1993; Davis et al. 1996).
5. Case study: December 1993
This case study uses the vertical interpolation method
to create tropopause maps from NMC global analyses. The
case features an example of surface cyclogenesis resulting
from the interaction of a preexisting upper-tropospheric
mobile trough with a lower-tropospheric baroclinic zone.
In synoptic parlance, this might be referred to as type ‘‘B’’
cyclogenesis (Petterssen and Smebye 1971).
a. Conventional analyses
The basic lower-tropospheric development can be
seen in the evolution of the mean sea level pressure and
the 1000–850-hPa layer averaged potential temperature
(we will refer to this as the 925-hPa u) (Fig. 12). At
0000 UTC 30 December 1993 (30/00) (Fig. 12a) the
nascent cyclone, a surface frontal wave, was off the
Maryland coast with a minimum pressure of 1003 hPa.8
This cyclone was situated along a nearly stationary sur-
face front along which a series of weak cyclones had
tracked from the Gulf of Mexico and offshore of the
mid-Atlantic coast during the preceding 36 h. The region
in which this particular cyclone developed had been
experiencing surface pressure falls of as much as 12 hPa
in the 12-h period ending 30/00. A small amplitude
thermal ridge is collocated with the surface frontal wave.
By 30/12 (Fig. 12b) the surface cyclone had deepened
to 977 hPa—placing it well within the ‘‘explosive cy-
clogenesis’’ threshold established by Sanders and Gyak-
8 The surface charts presented here are from the NMC global anal-
ysis at 2.58 3 2.58 resolution. Because of this relatively coarse res-
olution, surface and ship observations were subjectively analyzed to
determine the true intensity of the offshore cyclone.
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FIG. 12. Mean sea level pressure (solid contours, contour interval
4 hPa) and 925-hPa potential temperature (dashed contours, contour
interval 5 K) at (a) 0000 UTC 30 December 1993, (b) 1200 UTC 30
December, and (c) 0000 UTC 31 December.
um (1980). The thermal ridge associated with this sur-
face cyclone had undergone considerable amplification
and had also propagated to the northeast. During the
12-h period ending at 30/12, many stations to the north
and northwest of the cyclone track reported moderate
to heavy snowfall rates for several hours.
The ‘‘bomb’’ continued to deepen as it headed north-
east passing southeast of the Canadian Maritimes during
the succeeding 12 h. By 31/00 (Fig. 12c) the cyclone
had deepened to 962 hPa. From 30/12 to 31/00 several
stations in Nova Scotia and Newfoundland reported
moderate to heavy snowfall with surface winds in excess
of 17 m s21.
The evolution of the 500-hPa geopotential height and
absolute vorticity fields are shown in Fig 13. At 30/00
(Fig. 13a), a shortwave was evident over northwestern
Ohio. This upper trough had originated in north-central
Canada several days earlier and had been propagating
along the periphery of a large cyclonic vortex centered
over eastern Canada (not shown). Absolute vorticity
analyses indicated a vorticity maximum (vort max) 23
3 1025 s21 located at the base of the 500-hPa trough
over northwestern Ohio.
Twelve hours later, at 30/12 (Fig. 13b) the trough had
propagated eastward and was now situated in eastern
Pennsylvania. While the intensity of the vorticity had
not changed appreciably, the structure of the vorticity
maximum, which had earlier been nearly symmetric
about the trough axis, now displayed a secondary max-
imum (23 3 1025 s21) to the east of Cape Cod.
By 31/00 (Fig. 13c) the shortwave had moved east-
northeast, to a position in the Canadian Maritimes. The
upper trough appeared to have intensified as the height
field featured a closed height contour with a minimum
height of 499 dam. To the southeast of the height min-
imum was a vort max—now at 31 3 1025 s21. This vort
max was nearly collocated with the position of the sur-
face cyclone. A second relative maximum in the ab-
solute vorticity is situated to the south of the height
minimum. This appears to be the same vort max dis-
cussed earlier that was located over Ohio at 30/00 and
then over eastern Pennsylvania at 30/12.
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FIG. 13. The 500-hPa geopotential height (solid contours, contour
interval 6 dam) and absolute vorticity (dashed contours, contour in-
terval 2 3 1025 s21 above 10 3 1025 s21) at (a) 0000 UTC 30 De-
cember 1993, (b) 1200 UTC 30 December, and (c) 0000 UTC 31
December.
b. Tropopause and lower-tropospheric PV and u
distributions
1) DISCUSSION OF THE EVOLUTION OF TROPOPAUSE
AND SURFACE u
Tropopause potential temperature analyses at 30/00
(Fig. 14a) indicated a trough was located over northern
Ohio and to its south a strong zonal jet extended from
the Tennessee Valley into the central Atlantic. Winds at
the tropopause suggest that the potential temperature
anomaly would propagate to the east with little change
in intensity (as there is no evidence of southward ad-
vection of lower potential temperature air into the base
of the upper trough). The wind field also suggests that
confluent frontogenesis is occurring along the western
and southern periphery of the upper trough.
In the lower troposphere, to the southeast of the upper
trough, the isentrope analysis (Fig. 15a) indicated a rath-
er broad baroclinic zone extending from the southeast-
ern United States to the south of the Canadian Mari-
times. Along this baroclinic zone, a thermal ridge was
located east of the Maryland coast. North of this bar-
oclinic zone, the lower-tropospheric PV is generally
large—a manifestation of the high stability in the cold
air north of the front. The wind at 925 hPa indicates
that the thermal ridge should propagate east-northeast-
ward (there is warm advection to the east of the ridge
and cold advection to its west). The fact that there are
southerly winds in phase with the u ridge implies that
the lower thermal anomaly should also amplify.
Any experienced forecaster would be able to predict
rapid offshore cyclogenesis by looking at the conven-
tional maps for 30/00. The tropopause and low-level u/
PV maps indicate in addition that while the low-level
fields are nearly undisturbed, the tropopause u gradient
is initially of high amplitude and cannot intensify further
through conservative processes. Therefore, rapid cyclo-
genesis is likely at the ground, with little or no inten-
sification aloft. Also, the presence of a subtropical gra-
dient (u 5 325 K–345 K) just south of the trough implies
that the trough will be subject to cyclonic shear and
should consequently develop into a classical Norwegian
warm frontal occlusion (Shapiro and Grell 1994).
By 30/12 (Fig. 14b) the upper-tropospheric wave had
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FIG. 14. Tropopause potential temperature (solid contours, contour
interval 5 K) and wind (short barb 5 5 m s21; long barb 5 10 m
s21; pennant 5 50 m s21) at (a) 0000 UTC 30 December 1993, (b)
1200 UTC 30 December, and (c) 0000 UTC 31 December.
propagated eastward with the minimum tropopause u
now located over western Pennsylvania. The upper
trough amplitude, as measured by the minimum poten-
tial temperature at the trough center, had not changed
in the preceding 12 h. Upper-tropospheric frontogenesis
along the periphery of the upper trough had in fact
occurred as evidenced by the strong thermal gradient
along the base and to the west of the trough. The lower-
tropospheric thermal wave (Fig. 15b) had amplified con-
siderably while propagating to the northeast. Further
strengthening and a more rapid eastward propagation of
the lower-tropospheric thermal anomaly are suggested
by the pattern of winds shown. There was a slight in-
crease in lower-tropospheric PV in the vicinity of the
thermal ridge axis, perhaps due to the diabatic redistri-
bution of PV associated with the precipitation observed
to the northwest of the developing surface cyclone.
Both the upper trough and the thermal wave propa-
gated east-northeastward during the 12-h period ending
31/00 (Figs. 15c and 16c, respectively). The tropopause
u analysis suggests a nonadvective tendency in u at the
trough axis as the minimum u in the trough has increased
by about 5 K. This nonconservation of u is likely due
to analysis error as there is no evidence for diabatic
processes occurring along the trough axis. On the other
hand, true nonconservation appeared to take place far-
ther east. Despite neutral to cold (potential) temperature
advection downstream of the upper trough at the tro-
popause, potential temperatures northeast of Newfound-
land and Labrador remained constant or increased. Dur-
ing this time, the lower-tropospheric PV had undergone
a rapid increase to the north and east of the thermal
ridge (and surface cyclone). These two observations,
taken together, indicate a nonconservation of PV as-
sociated with diabatic processes. In this case the diabatic
process is likely latent heat release in the precipitation
shield north and northwest of the surface cyclone. That
the region of ‘‘warming’’ at the tropopause is down-
stream of the region in the lower troposphere that ex-
perienced an increase in PV is not surprising—air par-
cels passing above the region of maximum heating (and
thus losing their PV) are moving more rapidly northeast
than those air parcels gaining PV in the lower tropo-
sphere. A consequence of this relative motion is a hor-
izontal separation of the regions of dynamically altered
PV at the tropopause and in the lower troposphere.
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FIG. 15. The 925-hPa potential temperature (dashed, interval 5 K),
wind (as in Fig. 14), and 850–700-hPa Ertel PV (shaded, see figure
for scale) at (a) 0000 UTC 30 December 1993, (b) 1200 UTC 30
December, and (c) 0000 UTC 31 December.
2) INFERENCES MADE BASED ON THE EVOLUTION
OF THE THERMAL FIELDS
While the systematic increase in the 500-hPa vorticity
and the 500-hPa geopotential height falls may be in-
terpreted as an amplification of the upper trough, the
tropopause analyses showed no appreciable change in
the tropopause PV anomaly. The increase in 500-hPa
vorticity to the east and southeast of the height minimum
is in fact due to the amplification of the surface thermal
wave and lower-tropospheric PV and their combined
circulations at 500 hPa.
In addition to diagnosing the evolution of surface and
tropopause u distributions separately, one may quali-
tatively diagnose the influence tropopause (or near sur-
face) potential temperature anomalies may have on near-
surface (or tropopause) u distributions. To do this, one
must first define the anomaly. Given a single map (time),
anomalies may be defined as deviations from a spatial
average. Consider the tropopause map at 30/12 (Fig.
16a). At this time the locations of the subjectively iden-
tified cyclonic (anticyclonic) tropopause anomalies are
denoted with C’s (A’s). Note that the location of the
tropopause anomalies do not necessarily correspond to
extrema in the thermal field. As discussed in section 2a,
features in the wind field correspond closely to local
extrema in the curvature of the PV (or u) contours.
Anomalies in the 925-hPa u are shown in Fig. 16b. As
discussed in section 1, these thermal anomalies have
circulations that can extend through some depth of the
troposphere with the depth of influence proportional to
the horizontal length scale of the anomaly and inversely
proportional to the basic-state stratification.
Provided that the thermal anomalies at the tropopause
and near the surface have a sufficiently large depth of
influence, one might infer that the effect of the tropo-
pause u anomalies on the lower thermal distribution
(Fig. 16c) is to amplify the thermal ridge as the max-
imum winds associated with the tropopause anomalies
are in phase with the thermal ridge. Likewise, the effect
of the lower thermal ridge on the tropopause u distri-
bution (Fig. 16d) is to advect the cutoff tropopause ther-
mal anomaly to the southeast. This anomaly cannot be
amplified due to advection because it is a cutoff.
To quantify these ideas, an inversion of the PV anom-
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FIG. 16. For 1200 UTC 30 December 1993 (a) tropopause potential temperature (solid contour, contour interval 5 K) and arrows denoting
direction of wind flow associated with subjectively identified tropopause potential temperature anomalies. Labels C and A denote location
of subjectively identified cyclonic and anticyclonic tropopause potential temperature anomalies. (b) The 925-hPa potential temperature (dashed
contour, contour interval 5 K) and arrows denoting direction of 925-hPa wind flow associated with subjectively identified 925-hPa potential
temperature anomalies. Labels C and A denote location of subjectively identified cyclonic and anticyclonic 925-hPa potential temperature
anomalies. (c) The 925-hPa potential temperature (dashed contour, contour interval 5 K) and arrows denoting direction of 925-hPa wind
flow associated with subjectively identified tropopause potential temperature anomalies identified in (a). (d) Tropopause potential temperature
(solid contour, interval 5 K) and arrows denoting direction of wind flow associated with subjectively identified 925-hPa potential temperature
anomalies identified in (b).
alies was performed using the piecewise PV inversion
technique detailed in Davis and Emanuel (1991). Anom-
alies were defined as deviations from a 5-day mean
centered on 1200 UTC 29 December.9 The tropospheric
PV was divided in half—the upper-tropospheric PV was
composed of all PV above and including 500 hPa,
whereas the lower-tropospheric PV was composed of
PV below 500 hPa including the 925-hPa u, which
served as a lower boundary condition. The results of
9 To the extent that the upper trough and lower-tropospheric thermal
ridge propagated at a constant speed, one may anticipate that the
anomalies defined in this way are approximately the same as those
identified qualitatively.
the inversion for 30/12 are shown in Fig. 17. The bal-
anced wind fields associated with the PV anomalies are
overlaid on the tropopause and lower-tropospheric u
fields. The results support the inference that the tro-
popause anomalies’ circulations served to amplify the
near-surface thermal ridge as the winds associated with
the tropopause anomalies are in fact in phase with the
925-hPa thermal ridge. Comparing Figs. 17a,b with
Figs. 17c,d, one can also see that the respective circu-
lations diminish in amplitude with height. While the
sense and location of the lower-tropospheric anomalies’
circulations were correctly inferred, the magnitudes of
the anomalies’ wind fields at the tropopause were in-
sufficient to advect the upper trough to the southeast.
Traditionally, surface cyclogenesis is diagnosed by
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FIG. 17. For 0000 UTC 30 December 1993 (a) tropopause potential temperature (solid contour, interval 5 K) and balanced winds (short
barb 5 5 m s21 and long barb 5 10 m s21) interpolated to the tropopause associated with PV anomalies at and above 500 hPa. (b) The 925-
hPa potential temperature (dashed, interval 5 K) and 925-hPa balanced winds associated with PV anomalies below 500 hPa. (c) The 925-
hPa potential temperature (dashed, interval 5 K) and 925-hPa balanced winds associated with PV anomalies at and above 500 hPa, and (d)
tropopause potential temperature (solid contour, interval 5 K) and balanced winds interpolated to the tropopause associated with PV anomalies
below 500 hPa.
identifying regions of lower-tropospheric ascent (usu-
ally diagnosed using the QG v equation) overlying a
minimum in sea level pressure (or a lower-tropospheric
vorticity maximum). Lower-tropospheric ascent is as-
sociated with lower-tropospheric convergence and con-
comitant ‘‘spinup’’ of low-level vorticity through vortex
tube stretching—that is, surface cyclogenesis. Figure 18
shows the 700-hPa geostrophic ‘‘forcing term’’ for ver-
tical motion in the Q-vector form of the QG v equation
(Hoskins and Pedder 1980). As this pattern is generally
typical of the lower troposphere, the Q-vector conver-
gence to the southeast of Nova Scotia suggests that as-
cent is occurring in that region. Because this region of
ascent is partially in phase and ahead of the surface
cyclone, deepening and a northeast propagation would
be diagnosed.
While knowledge of the secondary circulation is used
to diagnose cyclogenesis by traditional means, for di-
agnosis of cyclogenesis using PV thinking, this is not
necessary. The development is diagnosed using the
‘‘primary,’’ balanced flow: by identifying regions of
positive horizontal advection of near-surface u, by the
balanced flow, amplification of the thermal anomaly
may be diagnosed.10 This amplification implies an in-
crease in the cyclonic circulation associated with the
lower thermal anomaly, which in turn implies (through
invertibility) a deepening of the surface cyclone. Ex-
plicit knowledge of the secondary circulation is not re-
quired, but is implicit: local tendencies in distributions
10 The net northeastward motion of the surface cyclone is caused,
according to PV thinking, by the eastward self-propagation of the
thermal anomaly (Fig. 17b) and the northward advection and ampli-
fication of the thermal anomaly by the winds associated with the
upper-level PV anomaly.
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FIG. 18. For 1200 UTC 30 December 1993 700-hPa quasigeo-
strophic Q vectors (reference vector (located to left of figure title)
length 10 3 10210 K s21) and Q-vector convergence (contour interval
0.4 3 10215 K m21 s21).
of surface u, or more generally tropospheric PV, imply
a nonzero vertical motion (HMR).
6. Summary
Observations suggesting that the tropospheric syn-
optic-scale flow is quasi-balanced imply that knowledge
of the distribution of PV and its time tendency are suf-
ficient to describe the large-scale tropospheric flow and
its evolution. Based on the typical distribution of PV in
the troposphere and lower stratosphere, we advocate an
alternate approach to isentropic analyses of PV for de-
picting the salient features of the upper-tropospheric PV
distribution—identifying the dynamic tropopause as a
surface of constant Ertel PV (an isertelic surface) and
analyzing potential temperature along that PV surface.
This approach retains the dynamical advantages inherent
in viewing the evolution of a conserved variable along
a material surface (e.g., isentropic distributions of PV),
while allowing the upper-tropospheric PV distribution
to be compactly represented. Tropopause analyses are
complemented with analyses of lower-tropospheric PV
and near-surface (equivalent) potential temperature. To-
gether, the isertelic analyses of u and the lower-tropo-
spheric analyses of u or ue form what may be considered
an ‘‘Eady model representation’’ of tropospheric dy-
namics, wherein the dynamics of the troposphere are
determined primarily by the evolution of potential tem-
perature along the tropopause and just above the surface.
Various phenomena associated with midlatitude
weather systems may be diagnosed using this dynamical
representation of the tropospheric PV distribution: sur-
face and upper-tropospheric cyclone development and
propagation, upper-tropospheric frontogenesis and tro-
popause folding, and the effect of latent heating (either
associated with radiational cooling or deep moist con-
vection) on the balanced flow. The use of the analyses
also allows for an assessment of potential (convective)
instability of deep tropospheric columns.
Because the evaluation and interpretation of output
from numerical weather prediction models is an im-
portant step in the diagnosis and forecasting of tropo-
spheric weather systems, this representation may have
its greatest utility in the forecast office. As forecasters
are now confronted with a wide suite of models and
ensemble model output, the evaluation of various model
output products has become a challenge. Distinguishing
the dynamically significant differences between various
models and the differences between different initiali-
zations of the same model is important. In an operational
setting, the representation of model output in as compact
a manner as possible is essential. The compactness of
tropopause maps allows the many advantages of PV
thinking (identifying dynamically significant upper-lev-
el features, assessing potential for development, deter-
mining the range of possible scenarios, tracking upper-
level systems over high topography) to be applied at the
forecast desk.
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